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Three Prophecies about Donald Trump and the Electoral Vote 

I wanted to do to do this video because tomorrow is of course an 

extremely important date in American history. A lot of people are saying 

that it's a turning point and that's 

when the Electoral College meets 

and decides who will be our next 

president, Donald Trump or Joe 

Biden, and it is up in the air. The 

media will try to tell you there's no 

question who will be the next 

president. They are rooting for the 

socialist Joe Biden and his understudy who will soon take his place 

that's Kamala Harris, and of course we patriots are praying and hoping 

that Donald Trump will be inaugurated on January 20th which is only two 

and a half weeks from now or less than that.  

So tomorrow is crucial and I thought we would talk about where it is 

found in Bible prophecy, which will I think give us a little better idea than 

what we are seeing all over the internet and what are mostly opinions, 

and I thought we could look at three prophets, two contemporary ones 

and one in the Old Testament and that would be Kim Clement the 

evangelical prophet, Dana Coverstone also an evangelical, who was 

actually more recent. I think Kim Clement died several years back. And 

then we go back and look at Micah, way back 2500 years ago because 

he also prophesies about Donald Trump, and he kind of sums up what 

Kim Clement and Dana Coverstone says in just two short sentences. It's 

really quite interesting but he does not contradict either one.  

So let's take a look at this and I’m not really going to cover new ground 

on here. I’ve done videos on Dana Coverstone's dream which was the 

Data Dream. I think you'll remember that. I did a video on Kim Clement’s 

prophecy about Esther, and of course I’ve done Micah in Isaiah 45. And 

remember as we're going through these, I have not done a video 

comparing all three. That's why I’m doing this. And as we go through 

these remember that symbolism is more important or overtakes literal 

interpretation, and that's true with all three of these prophecies. All three 

of these prophecies are apocalyptic literatures.  
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Now I’ve numbered these the same as they are when I went through 

them before, so they the numbering won't make a lot of sense. If you 

want to go look at my original videos you may and then you can 

understand why they are numbered. So this is the first part of Dana 

Coverstone's dream and what I call verse number 6. So let's read what 

Dana Coverstone's prophecy, and before this verse that I’m going to 

read, we see that there is an explosion of data and what Dana 

Coverstone calls “Discovery”. I should say what the Holy Spirit says is 

“Discovery” through his prophet Dana Coverstone. And there's an 

explosion of this, and it comes to a peak, just before Thanksgiving as I 

predicted. By the way I said, just before Thanksgiving based on 

Coverstone's dream and that's when Sidney Powell released the kraken 

and it's when Rudy Giuliani also hosted a meeting with I think it was the 

Pennsylvania legislature, and that's when we first saw all the evidence 

that he was assembling. And that was Thanksgiving Eve, if you'll 

remember correctly. So now let's look at, which I call, verse number 6. 

1-6) “And then there was a countdown clock. 

There was no countdown clock at first but now on 

the other side of the Mississippi river there was a 

countdown clock, and it was scanning down 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. When it reached ‘1’ the eastern 

side of the Midwest started having the same 

flashpoints and the cities there began to smoke 

and the circuits were fried.” 

So we see that this data stream which is heading towards Washington 

gets stronger and more powerful, and on the western side of the 

Mississippi, where it starts, there is a countdown of 10. And it does not 

say there's a countdown on the eastern side, but let me review what it 

said here. And in the “eastern side of the Midwest started having the 

same flashpoints”; so that's an indication that the eastern side of the 

Mississippi is similar to the west, and through trans extrapolation you 

can deduce that there are 10 days also to the west. So that's a total of 

20 days, and in fact that's how I determined the great exposition of this 

data stream. In other words the discovery about the corruption of Biden 

and the Democrats would be on or around Thanksgiving, because if you 

subtract 20 days from December 17th and we'll see that date given in this 
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prophecy in a few minutes, you come to, well I think would be the day 

after Thanksgiving. As it turned out, they revealed the kraken just before 

Thanksgiving, So that part of the prophecy has already come true and 

that's very similar to Bible prophecy where there are two prophecies; a 

near time fulfillment and an End Times fulfillment. In this case the first 

part of the prophecy, the data stream and all the Revelations about the 

Democrat fraud; I shouldn't say fraud. That'll be bleeped out if I say 

‘fraud’. You have to understand there are certain obscene words on 

YouTube which is not the same as the “f” word that most people 

consider obscene. 

So let's look at the next verse following this data stream. And verses 1 

and 2; 

5-1) “Then the scene changed and I saw the 

Rotunda of the Capital and was a closed casket in 

the middle of the Rotunda and the sign on the 

casket stated that inside was the Democratic 

candidate for the office of President.” 

Now of course the Democratic candidate for the office of President was 

Joe Biden. However remember symbolism takes precedence over the 

literal. This is not a funeral in the Rotunda even though many senators 

and congressmen are there. In fact Joe Biden's wife and son are there. 

This casket represents Joe Biden himself. He is the casket. He is not in 

the casket. In the casket is corruption. That's the body that's in the 

casket. In other words, and I explained this before, it's very similar to 

what Jesus called the Scribes and the Pharisees. He said you are 

whitened sepulchres. White and clean on the outside, but full of 

corruption and dead man's bones on the inside. Okay let's continue with 

that particular verse, verse number 2. 

5-2) “And there was a calendar hanging above that casket and it 

had the date specifically. It said December 17th. That date was 

clearly spelled out and I’m not going to say someone's going to die 

on the 17th.“ 

And of course we know no one did die on that date of December 17th. 

Quite a few people have told me that they say Dana Coverstone is a 

false prophet, because nothing happened on that date. Well they didn't 
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watch my video, because I told you at the time. Now remember this was 

about a month before Thanksgiving that this prophecy was published by 

Dana Coverstone. I told you at the time that was a time stamp, and I told 

you that 20 days before that, was when the corruption would be revealed 

through the data stream.  

I’ve come to realize since then that it is also a prophecy after December 

17th. In other words what happens when you add 20 days to December 

17th? You get tomorrow January the 6th; in other words the first part of 

Dana Coverstone's dream has come true, and I believe this next part of 

his dream will also come true, and it is a perfect fit 20 days after 

December 17th is exactly January the 6th 2021.  Therefore this following I 

believe is a description of what will happen tomorrow. So let's take a 

look at this; verse number 4: 

5-4) “There were many congressmen and senators 

from both parties in the room”; this is the House of 

Representatives, “and they all had their heads down 

looking at the floor.” In other words they are not thinking 

Heavenly thoughts. They're thinking strictly earthly 

thoughts.  “And they were shaking them just violently, 

just making fists and shaking their heads violently.”  

That sounds like what's going to happen tomorrow, a lot of discussion, a 

lot of antagonism. I think Dana Coverstone's prophecy is right on the 

money. Let's continue.  

5-6) “And then a prominent senator stood up and demanded to see 

the body. And that's when the sergeant-at-arms rushed up, with 

several marines, by the way, and he said: There will be no viewing 

of the body today or ever again. There will be no viewing of the 

body today or ever again. “ 

Now remember, the body is not Joe Biden. The casket is the body. The 

body is his corruption. And as you know Joe Biden says that he is the 

Democrat party. So what Dana Coverstone is prophesying here is that 

Joe Biden's corruption will never be revealed. 

Now the question is, is the sergeant-at-arms simply relaying instructions 

from the White House? I believe we will see in a few minutes that he is. 
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And the question is therefore, does this mean that Donald Trump is not 

going to reveal Biden's corruption? The dead man's bones, that he stole 

the election, that's not going to be revealed? I suspect that's the 

prophecy. Does it mean that Trump is going to pardon Biden? Does it 

mean that Trump is going to let Biden win the presidency? In other 

words, will Donald Trump concede after this meeting of the Electoral 

College? Let's look at the next verse in Dana Coverstone's Data Dream 

prophecy. 

5-6) “And the senator sat down and collected himself. Then he 

walked over to that pile of shoes and he dug through all the shoes”; 

they were all barefoot in the Rotunda, ”until he found his pair. He put 

them on and he sat there for a minute, looked around, and you 

could tell he was getting angry and he rushed out of the room and 

he was running like at a sprinter's pace to get out of there.” 

So I’ve been thinking about who this senator is. Evidently one of the 

senators fully expects Biden's corruption to be revealed, and I think you'll 

see that he is expecting Donald Trump to do that. Now this is how I have 

interpreted this. A lot of people say, ‘Put a more positive spin on this’,  

but I think my interpretation will prove to be true, and it fits the other 

prophecies as we see them; the prophecies of Kim Clement and Micah. 

So let's look at the next verse, verse 8. 

5-8) “Smoke was still rising outside and 

he's running towards the White House 

with both fists clenched like this. And 

his mouth is moving and I did not hear 

the words but I could see that he was 

cursing, not like swearing like cussing, 

he was cursing the White House. He was 

cursing the leadership. I don't want to put words out there because 

I did not hear what he was saying but he was obviously cursing.” 

So this senator, I believe, is going to go over and complain to the White 

House and say why isn't he prosecuting the corruption of Joe Biden and 

his family? Why is he going to pardon him? Or why is he going to let him 

be President? I suspect that this senator was maybe Ted Cruz? Maybe 

Josh Haley? There are quite a few senators now who are sticking their 
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necks out. They would be quite upset if Donald Trump let them down at 

this late stage. Donald Trump is giving many indications that he won't let 

them down. He is saying that it will all be revealed tomorrow. That the 

public will understand the corruption, and they will not accept the votes 

for Biden in the Electoral College. And Mike Pence says he is going to 

allow all of this evidence or as Dana Coverstone says “Discovery”. He is 

going to let this all come out. So let's hope that it does come out.  

Now some people have said that this senator who was going to 

complain is going to run over to someone like Chuck Schumer. I don't 

think so, but I don't think that fits the picture, unless Donald Trump is not 

going to pardon Joe Biden. Then I can see Chuck Schumer complaining, 

but that's why I don't think it's him, but some people have suggested 

that. So let's look at the next verse here. 

5-9) “He was upset with something that was going on. He was 

intent on making a change and he 

stopped for a moment near the 

Washington Monument”; incidentally that 

word ‘Washington’ is found three times in 

the prophecy. That's usually a divine 

affirmation; “and looked back. And when 

you look back there were about 20 to 25 

other people who were following him, men and women. I can't tell 

you parties.”  And that's just about the number of people who will 

contest the results tomorrow. “I can't tell you who they were. I did not 

see these faces. The runner, yes I knew who it was; I’m not going to 

say.”  

Well that's kind of fascinating that Dana Coverstone knew who this 

senator was that is rushing over to the White House to complain. I think 

the reason is that if he revealed who the senator was, that he would kind 

of let the cat out of the bag. If he revealed, let's say it was Ted Cruz, 

then you would know what he was going to complain about. If he said it 

was Chuck Schumer then you would know, but the Lord is not revealing 

that at this time. I think the reason is that we can still maybe affect what 

should happen.  
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I am praying for all those people who are going to Washington march 

tomorrow because I think they can have an influence on Donald Trump. 

If only a very few people show up in Washington tomorrow, Donald 

Trump may just throw in the towel. He'll say, “I do not have enough 

support to prosecute Biden”. If he gets a mega march like they're talking, 

millions of people, I think then Donald Trump will prevail. But like I say 

it's very interesting that Dana Coverstone would not tell us who the 

senator was. Okay let's look at the next verse, verse 10; 

5-10) “But nonetheless 20 to 25 people are following after him”, and 

those, I am sure, are the other people who were supporting Josh Haley, 

“but they're holding their shoes in their hands while they walked. 

He told them to hurry but they just continued their very steady 

almost cautious pace to get to him. And then he sneers at them and 

he sneers at the White House and he begins sprinting towards the 

White House as fast as he can.” 

It looks more and more like Donald Trump has made the decision not to 

reveal Joe Biden's corruption, which I think is a huge mistake. For four 

years we've been listening to Q and saying that nothing can stop what's 

going to happen. Maybe something can stop what's going to happen. 

Let's look at the next verse in Dana Coverstone's dream.  

6-1) “And at this time I saw the man I'd seen in previous dreams.” 

Now this is an angel he's talking about. “He was standing in the place 

where the President gives the State of 

the Union Address.” Does everyone 

know where that place is? “He was 

standing in the halls of Congress right 

there where everybody sees the 

President give the State of the Union 

Address every single year and he 

tapped the microphone.” 

So this is obviously the House of Representatives, exactly where the 

Electoral College will meet tomorrow. So that's where this is taking 

place. That's why I say that this part of the dream, the second part of the 

dream is about what's going on tomorrow. Now let's look at the next 

verse. 
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6-2) “It wasn't a Shure SM 58; it was a real thin, 

very professional microphone that was there. He 

tapped the microphone three times, one, two, three. 

And then he stated in a very loud voice, ‘A house 

divided against itself shall not stand’. And he 

emphasized the word ‘shall’. He said it like this: “A 

house divided against itself SHALL not stand’ and the emphasis 

was on the word ‘shall’.” 

So this is Almighty God's commentary on what is going to happen 

tomorrow. As you can see, the angel is not too happy about it. I don't 

think God is too happy about it. This is why I think that this dream is 

about Donald Trump not pursuing the presidency and letting Biden have 

it or at least pardoning him. And the angel is telling us that that will not 

bring unity. Is that what Donald Trump is going to do in the hopes of 

unity he will let Biden be President or he will let him off the hook?  

The angel tells us that that is not going to bring unity. A house divided 

against itself shall not stand. Notice the angel speaks in a very loud 

voice. Notice that he uses a microphone. I believe that indicates that this 

is one of the Trumpet Angels in the Book of Revelation. He's one of the 

Heralds. There are seven Herald Angels in the Book of Revelation. Not 

too many people know that. I’ve talked about that on this program. There 

are seven seals, seven bowls, seven judgments and there are seven 

Herald Angels, and I believe this is one of them. And when he taps the 

microphone three times, notice that means that this message has divine 

importance. So let's look at the last verse in Dana Coverstone's dream. 

6-3) “And then he pushed the microphone down: just put his hand 

and pushed the microphone all the way down to the podium. And 

he walked to the door at the rear of the room. And on that wall there 

was a panel of probably 25 or 30 light switches, just your flip 

switch, and one by one he flipped them down, one by one, until 

every light in Congress, in that building, in that room went out.” 

Now when he pushes that microphone down, that means this is the last 

word. And the pardoning of Joe Biden or even letting him win, signals 

lights out for America. I think that's the message of Dana Coverstone's 
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dream. And I went over this before and I really haven't changed my 

interpretation at all. We'll soon find out.  

And let's take a look and compare Dana Coverstone's dream with Kim 

Clement's vision which he received on March 25th 2011. He died five or 

six years ago. The prophecy that he received was about Esther, and I 

believe that Kim Clement in a way provides a solution to the problems 

raised in Kim Clement's dream, and that is that the Blessed Virgin Mary 

will save America, not Donald Trump, not Jesus, not the church. I 

believe that's the message that Kim Clement received, and notice that 

he received it on March 25th 2011 and March 25th is of course the Feast 

of the Annunciation.  

Now Kim Clement did not understand the 

significance of that date and I’m not going to read 

his entire prophecy, I’ve already done a video on 

that. I’m just going to read a few verses which 

explain again what's going to happen tomorrow in 

the aftermath, the solution to the problems written by 

Dana Coverstone. This is Kim Clement's prophecy. 

1-12 “Therefore the healing that is necessary for this nation shall 

come at a time in the middle of the presidency.” 

So now this is a time stamp. What exactly did he say? “The middle of the 

presidency”. Now Kim Clement said that Donald Trump will get two 

terms and therefore we are right in the middle of the presidency right 

now, roughly. The exact middle would be January the 20th, two weeks 

from now. I don't think ‘middle’ is that specific a term, in other words, well 

I would say any time now. And he said the prophecy is, that the healing 

that is necessary for the nation shall come at a time in the middle of the 

presidency. So my question is, will the tomorrow's meeting of the 

electors, is that what will bring healing? Well if we listen to what Kim 

Clement or what Dana Coverstone said, no it won't. It will bring about 

disunion. There won't be union. So let's continue with Kim Clement's 

prophecy. Verse 4: 

2-4 “God says, listen to me. At the beginning of the restoration,” 

that would be the same as the middle of the presidency in the previous 

verse, in other words right now, “as it begins” so we can expect the 
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fulfillment of this prophecy any time now I would think, “there shall be a 

woman that shall rise up. A woman that shall be strong in faith: 

virtuous. Beautiful in eyes and her eyes shall be so beautiful. Her 

eyes shall be round and big.” 

So now we see that a woman is going to save America, 

not Donald Trump, not the electors tomorrow, not Jesus 

by the way, neither the church. And this is really the 

thrust of Kim Clement's prophecy and this woman I am 

saying can only be the Blessed Virgin Mary. I’m saying 

that this is the same woman who appeared to George 

Washington in the amazing vision which he had. And the 

next verse: 

2-13 “There shall be a woman that shall come and God said there 

shall be oil that shall be poured upon the nation and they shall 

suddenly feel the healing and they shall say, ‘it is well with my soul, 

it is well with our soul.’” 

Does that healing refer to Covid-19?  

2-6 “For she shall have the oil of gladness for the pain and the 

mourning that has taken place, and she shall pour out the oil on 

this nation.” 

So I’m going to suggest that the pain and mourning is going to be the 

aftermath of what the electors do tomorrow, and in other words there 

won't be unity. There will be disunity. Could that indicate civil war? It's 

very likely there will be violence, no matter who is inaugurated on 

January 22nd and I think Kim Clement is prophesying that this violence, 

this pain and mourning, that can only mean death by the way, that it will 

take Mary to resolve this problem. It's very possible she will appear to 

Donald Trump, just like she appeared to George Washington. Let's look 

at the next verse 14.  

2-14 “For the soul of America has been corrupted;” well we certainly 

see that don't we? “The soul of this nation has been corrupted with 

bitterness and anger. And God said, she shall say, ‘no more 

bitterness, no more anger, no more division.”  
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2-8 “Cartels shall be afraid of a woman”; Cartels by the way, is a 

good description for organizations like Antifa or BLM, “a woman 

anointed by God; a woman set aside. And God says, they will say 

‘we hated her, but now we love her.’” 

Very interesting description and I certainly think that's fits Mary. She is 

the one who is disrespected by many denominations. Of all the Christian 

denominations, which denomination gives Mary the most respect? Our 

own Catholic faith. Most denominations do not call her ‘Blessed’ as the 

Bible prophesies. The Bible prophecy is that all generations will call 

Mary ‘Blessed’. This is a clue that Kim Clement is talking about Mary 

when he says, ‘before we hated her, but now we love her’.  

Kim Clement’s daughter posted a video today on YouTube. Her name is 

Donné Clement Petruska. She's kind of taken over his ministry and she's 

claiming that this woman is Amy Coney Barrett. I don't think so. Where 

has it been that Amy Coney Barrett was hated? I don’t think so. Nobody 

has ever heard of her I don't think before she was voted on to the 

Supreme Court, and she doesn’t have big round eyes. Elsewhere Kim 

Clement says that this woman has large eyes. Some say the woman is 

Ivanka Trump. I don't think she fits the prophecy either. So let's go on 

with what Kim Clement is prophesying here.  

3-5 “I have crowned her says the Lord, as 

I crowned Esther” another key, “and the 

people shall receive her.” 

3-9 “For she shall take the oil of healing” 

will she heal Covid-19?, “and she shall 

pour it upon the scars of those left and 

those right and of the new party that has 

come forth and emerged where they shall say, ‘Christ will reign and 

we shall not implement at all socialism.’”  

Now that's kind of interesting. We will not implement socialism. Does 

that indicate that tomorrow's electors will not nominate Biden? Because 

certainly his party represents socialism, and certainly his Vice President 

is on the far left. So this is a possibility that Kim Clement is suggesting 

that Donald Trump will get a second term, although it doesn't sound as if 

he is going to bring healing to this country. And when God says, “I have 
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crowned her”, where did God ever crown Amy Coney Barrett or Ivanka 

Trump? That's why I don't believe it's any contemporary person, but God 

did crown Mary. 

If you read the Book of Revelation chapter 12, the woman clothed with 

the sun, and on her head a crown of twelve stars. It's kind of interesting 

that not only did Kim Clement receive this prophecy on March 25th which 

is the Feast of the Annunciation, which he did not understand, neither 

does his daughter. I put a comment on the video today. I don't know if 

anybody is going to comment on it or not. The Feast of the Annunciation 

is of course when the angel Gabriel appeared to Mary and told him that 

she would be the mother of our Savior. 

And at the end of this prophecy, Kim Clement leads 

his congregation in saying yes to Esther. Now we 

know that Esther is a stand-in for Mary in the Bible. 

And how many times does he shout out yes to 

Esther? Well if you go to that video, you'll see he 

counts out 15 times, and of course that's prophetic. 

15 is the number of decades in a complete original 

three Mystery Rosary. We also see that numerology 

in Genesis 3:15, which tells about Mary crushing the 

head of the serpent. So let's continue.  

That was the end of Kim Clements prophecy. So it seems to provide a 

solution to Dana Coverstone's prophecy, which ends on quite a negative 

note. And Kim Clement is not saying that Donald Trump won't be 

elected. He kind of implies that he will be inaugurated, but he will not be 

able to save the country. It's Mary who will save America and I’ve been 

saying that for a long time on this program, So now let's take a look at 

Micah or Micheas in your Catholic Bibles and I think Micheas is in just 

two short sentences actually sums up everything that we've seen so far 

in Dana Coverstone and in Kim Clement. 

Micah chapter 5, verse number 5. 

5-5 “And this man,” and Micah is prophesying about Donald Trump 

when he says that, “shall be our peace, when the Assyrian”, and any 

Bible scholar will tell you that the Assyrian symbolizes the Antichrist, 

“shall come into our land, and when he shall set his foot in our 
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houses:  and we shall raise against him seven shepherds and eight 

princes.”  

When I first read Micah, I understood that the prophecy was about 

Donald Trump, and I wondered if the land was the United States but I 

am beginning to think that the land that he's talking about is the church. I 

think Mary will save the land, that is, the United States, but Donald 

Trump will save the church. I think that's his mission. And when it says 

houses, I believe that refers to churches. The seven shepherds and the 

eight princes; I believe that refers to church men. The seven shepherds 

would be bishops, and one of my subscribers says the eight princes 

would be the princes of the church, and that would be the cardinals. So 

let's look at Micah 5-3. 

5-3 “Therefore will he give them up even till the time wherein she 

that travails shall bring forth:”;so it's interesting that Micah says that 

Donald Trump will give them up. Isn't that exactly what Dana Coverstone 

is saying? Donald Trump will abandon us? Isn't that what Micah is 

saying here? And is that why Kim Clement says that a woman will save 

America? I think this is consistent in summarizing in one sentence what 

Kim Clement and Dana Coverstone are saying, “and the remnant of 

his brethren shall be converted to the children 

of Israel.” 

So Donald Trump abandons us; gives us up until 

Mary reveals herself. That's the only way I can 

see what Micah is prophesying here. I believe this 

will happen at the warning. I mean remember 

Mary prophesies about the warning at Garabanda. 

I would not be surprised that Mary appears to 

Donald Trump, just like she appeared to George 

Washington. Notice also that “the remnant of his 

brethren shall be converted to the children of Israel”. That's the remnant 

of Donald Trump's Protestant brethren. That's what this is talking about. 

Micah says they will convert to the children of Israel. Israel is both Micah 

and Isaiah's code word for the remnant Catholic Church; now not the 

Roman Catholic Church. Donald Trump and his brethren will not convert 

to the Roman Catholic Church. The Roman Catholic Church has been 

taken over by the False Prophet as we know, and Mary prophesied at La 
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Salette that Rome will lose the faith and become the seat of the 

Antichrist. That has not happened yet, but I’m sure it soon will.  

So if Donald Trump defeats the Antichrist, then he doesn't have to defeat 

Biden. The Antichrist is Biden's boss so to speak, or Kamala Harris's 

boss. If Biden wins and is inaugurated, why do we think that we can 

avoid one of the ten kings of the Antichrist as the leader of this country? 

The Book of Revelation says all the leaders of the world will have the 

same purpose. Well that is to destroy Christianity. Why do we think that 

we are the exception to that rule?  

I think it would probably be easier for Donald Trump to save the church 

and defeat the Antichrist if he were President but it's not absolutely 

necessary, especially if Mary manifests herself. Then you'll find the 

Protestants, the supporters of the MAGA people, “where we go one, we 

go all”, they will convert also, just as I believe Micah is prophesying here. 

If Biden is appointed by Almighty God, we shouldn't be surprised 

because he also appoints the Antichrist. Are you aware that God actually 

appoints the Antichrist? We see that in Esther. In the Book of Esther, 

King Ahasuerus appoints Haman. Everybody knows King Ahasuerus 

represents God, or they should know by now, and they know that 

Haman represents the Antichrist and God appoints him.  

And we see that also in Daniel; Daniel chapter 4, where God says I will 

appoint the basest man over them. God appoints the Antichrist, and He 

also appoints the False Prophet and we see that in Jeremiah 23 verse 

15, where God says, I will feed them wormwood. And wormwood is 

another name for the False Prophet. So why should we think that the 

United States can escape this? And why should we be surprised if 

Donald Trump decides not to prosecute Biden, that he lets Biden 

become president? I mean I’m praying that this is not true. I’m praying 

that we can avoid this. I am I’m praying that so many millions of people 

go to Washington tomorrow, that even the Democrats will understand 

that America does not want a fraudulent election. That is all I have for 

this program. 

I hope I didn't discourage people. The solution is that we have to pray 

and I pray that there will be a huge crowd tomorrow. I think that would be 

probably one of the best things that any of us could do, other than pray 
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Mary's Rosary, is to help out Donald Trump. Well we will soon find out 

won't we if my interpretations are correct and maybe I am not 

interpreting Dana Coverstone or Kim Clement correctly. Maybe what 

they said is not what I am interpreting, and I hope I am wrong. Anyway 

maybe I will see all of you tomorrow morning. We can pray and we will 

start a very momentous day tomorrow, and the best way to start, join me 

tomorrow and pray Mary's Rosary at 10am Eastern time. Until I do, see 

all of you then. May God bless all of you and may all of you have a very 

blessed day.  


